. Four hits that bind in the sialic acid cavity are shown, each docked to the structure to which they exhibit the best binding affinity. Top hits are shown sorted by lowest binding energy. Each compound is identified by its NSC classification number. Known inhibitors are included for reference. The table expresses the binding affinity of each ligand as the Gibbs free energy (kcal/mol) of the most populated cluster followed by the percentage of docked conformations with that energy in parenthesis. Bold font denotes that the compound is among the top 30 lowest energy hits for the given receptor. Gray font denotes that the clustering of the docking did not meet the 25 percent cutoff. Compounds identified from the ensemble screens that were not identified by the crystal structure screens are underlined. Same annotation used as Table S1 . -7.85 -7.55 0.53 -7.76 -9.42 -7.82 -8.25 4a,6a,9-trimethyl-6,7-dioxo-2,3,4,4a,4b,5,6,6a,6b,7,10,10a,11,11a, 11b,12,13,13a-octadecahydro-1H-indeno[2,1-a] The 27 top hits are listed in the table above, re-ranked by their weighted harmonic RC mean. The columns are binding energies in kcal/mol in the following order: weighted harmonic RC mean (WH RC mean), weighted arithmetic mean (WA RC mean), RC standard deviation (RC std), RC mean, RC minimum (RC min.), Ensemble mean (E mean), and Ensemble minimum (E. min.).
